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To all whom it may conceji :
Be it known that I, HANS PETER HENRIK
SEN, of Copenhagen, Deli mark, have invented
certain new aid useful Improvements in Glove
Sewing Machines, of which the following is a
specification.
The object of my invention is to produce
a glove-sewing machine by which every sea in
required on a glove can be sewed perfectly and
conveniently witl either a straight or a zigzag
seam and by a lock-stitch.
My invention consists in the combination, in
a sewing-machine, of a needle, a presser-foot, a
rotary cana for imparting a longitudinal mo
tion to said presser-foot in one direction, an
other rotary cam for imparting all oscillating
motion to said presser-foot in one direction,
springs for inparting a longitudinal and an
oscillating movement to said presser-foot in
the opposite direction, and an adjustable stop
in Oving with said presser - foot and acting
against a stationary part of the face-plate of
the machine, for limiting the oscillatio of said
presser-foot, whereby I produce a convenient
meals for effecting the operation of the press
er-foot,
m
It also consists in the combination, in a sew
ing-machine, of a face-plate, a needle-bar,
means for reciprocating the same, devices for
securing a needie eccentrically to the axis of
said needle-bar, a crank carried by said nee
(tle-bar and provided with a crank-pin extend
ing parallel with saidl needle-loar, a rotary cam
carried bodily tip and down with the needle
bar, and provided with a ratchet-wheel or
ratchet-teeth, and a pawl arranged to engage

ing in the same direction as the needle by
which the sewing is to be done, adapted to en
ter the articles to be sewed and support, them
on its tip, a shuttle in said horn or post ex- 55
tending axially in the direction of the length
of said horn or post, and means for imparting
an oscillating motion to the shuttle.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1,
Sheet 1, is an end elevation, partly in section,
of a glove-sewing machine constructed accord
ing to my presentinvention. Fig. 2, Sheet, is
a perspective view, partly in section, at the line
a: a, Fig. 1, taken from the side where the op.
erator sits, looking in the direction indicated
by the arrow 1 on Sheet 1. Fig. 3 is a detail
section, through the line if y of Fig. 1. nf the
presser-foot, and feeder and the plate to which
it is attached. Figs. 4 and 5 are detail sec
tions, through the line 2 & of Fig. 1 of the nee- to
dle-bar and crank-pin, showing the different
positions of the same and of the can-wheel to
produce a straight and Zigzag seam. Fig. 6
is a detail of a sectioll of the latchet and of

the pawl and cam-lever for operating the same. 75

Fig. 7, Sheet 3,is a detail section, through the
line
of Fig. 2, looking in the direction of
arrow 2, showing the reverse inside of the
face-plate, with the ineclaatnism for operating
the needle, feed, and presser-foot. Fig. S is 8o
an outside view of the said plate, the needle
bar, ratchet and pawl, and the tension-plate
being removed. Fig. 9 is a side view of the
shuttle. Fig. 10, is a vertical section of the
same and of the spool therein. Fig. 1 is an 85
end view of the lower end of the sittle. Figs.

12, 13, and 14 are front, views of three differ
past it to effect the rotation of the cam-wheel carrier, and needle, exhibiting three different
and the oscillation of the needle-bar, whereby stages of forming the lock-stitch. Fig. 15 rep
a convenient machine for making a zigzag resents a portion of : glove-tlamb scwe?t with
stitch is produced.
the straight seann on a lap-joint. Fig. 6 is an
It also consists in the combination of a hoi "enlarged section, iliustrative of the said sitel,
low iora or post adapted to enter articles to taken ill rotagin the line to at of Fig. 15. Fig. 17
be sewed, a needle extending in the salme di represents the zigzag stitch oth an edge-to
Tection as said horn or post and working edge joint or a flush joint Fig. 18 slows two
through the tip thereof, a shuttle for operat pieces of skin held in position on the finger
ing ill conjunction with the said heedle, and table by the presser-foot for edging and join
lmechanism for operating said needle and shut. ing by the cross-stitch.
tle.
Silnilar latters of reference indicate corre
It also consists in the combination, in a sew sponding parts in the different figures.
ing-machine, of a hollow horn or post extend A is the frame of the machine, having a
with said ratchet-wheel as the lattery noves ent relative positions of the shuttle, shuttle
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horizontal part, a, attached by screws onto a on the horn or post, the presser-foot is raised
A casing, a?, surrounding the parts of by means of the toe out the lifting lever or
the machinery underneath the frame A, is fit. hooki, lifting the plate.g. through the toe
ted through a suitable opening in the table. pieceg', the lifting lever, or hook i being im
a' is the upright portion of the frame, provided pelled upward by the throw of the cam D.
with a horizontal shaft, B, which may be re At the same time the circular portion of the
volved by treadle motion, in the usual manner, cam E is in contact with the toe-piece g, car.
transmitted by a belt or cord to the pulley b. ried by the plate g, and retains the same at its
From the shaft B the necessary motion is greatest distance from the center of the cam
transmitted to operate the three main essential
table.

O

parts-viz., the feed, needle, and shuttle. On

the shaft Bare two cams, DE, for the move.
ments of which ample room is provided, in
this instance, by recessing an enlargement, a,

IS of the upright portion a of the frame. A

shaft B and the presser-foot in the same ele
vated position. The presser-foot having been
raised the full throw of the cam D, the toe
piece géomes in contact with the flattest por
tion of the revolving cam E, and is drawn by
the spring j nearer the center of the shaft B

o

75

distance gaged by the contact of the screw
which part at I will here call the head. of the ja with
the adjacent edge of the face-plate F.

frame A.

- F is a face-plate attached to the head a. It The lifting lever or hook i next bears on the

is provided with a slot or slideway,f, for guid
ing the feed and presser-foot, and another slot
or slideway, f', for guiding the needle-bar
G is... the presser-foot, secured to a plate, g,
which latter is provided with a swivel slide.
block, g, upon which, as a fulcrum, it may os
cillate, and which is free to slide in the slot.f.
Said plate has also a rigid block, g, provided
with a toe-piece, g, and a toe-piece,g, through
which motion is imparted to it in one direc
tion, a spring, f, being employed to move it
slide.
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periphery of the cam D at its shortest radius,
and the presser-foot, actuated by the spring j”,
slides downward (guided by the swivel slide
blockg' in the inclined slot.f) and toward the
operator, to move plate g and presser-foot G, by
acting on the toe-piece g, away from the center
of the shaft B to the extreme end of the throw
of the said cam. In this movement the plate g
oscillates on the swivel slide-block g’ as a full

crum, thus moving the presser-foot G, while

still resting on the material, in a direction away
from the operator. The serrated or roughened 95

in The
the opposite
plate g isdirection.
prevented from side play by under side of the presser-foot impinges on and

- being fitted to move closely between the ten
sion-plate, FE and the face-plate F, the tension
35 plate H being secured to the face-plate F by a
pin and the tension-screw h’, the latter pass
ing through an opening in the plate glarge
enough to allow of a free movement of the
last-named plate.
40 . Parallel with the shaft B is fitted a shaft, I,
on which is pivoted (see particularly Figs. 2
and 7): a lifting lever or hook, i, provided with
a toe, i, impinging against the under side of
the toe-piece g' aforesaid, and operated by a
45 can, D, on the shaft B. . .
. . . .
J is a stud (see particularly Figs. 1 and 7)
on the back of the plate g, through which
passes a set-screw, i, by the contact of which
with the edge of the face-plate F the throw of
So the feed, and thereby the length of the stitch,
is regulated, the latter being susceptible of be
ing increased or diminished by adjusting the
screw. A spiral spring, j', connects the screw
f with the face-plate F at j', thereby causing
SS the plate g to move transversely as far as per
mitted by the set-screw. i when not otherwise
actuated, and a stronger coiled spring, j, con

nects the said stud Jwith the heada of the
frauhe A at j', and pulls the plate g downward
toward the point j when it is not otherwise
actuated, thereby causing the presser-foot to
rest on the horn or post.
'
. These are the necessary details for working
the feed and presser-foot. Their operation is
as follows: While the needle is in the lowest

draws or feeds the material with it the desired
length of the stitch, and again remains in po
isition on the finger-table while the needle de
scends and completes the stitch,
From the foregoing it is seen that the press
presser-foot and feeder.
ri” is a lever secured to the shaft I, and from

OC)

ter-foot G accomplishes the two purposes of

ro5

which a cord or connection goes down to a . .

treadle, by treading on which the presser-foot
G may be raised at will, leaving the free use
of both hands for inserting, shifting, or renov. .
ing the material on the horn or post.
- K is the needle, attached eccentrically to the

needle-barL by being clamped in a groove on the
said bar by means of a curved plate, k", held by
a set-screw, k”. The needle-bar. Lis mounted
so as to befree to turn in bearings, attached to

or formed as part of a slide, M, which is worked
iri the slot f" in the face-plate. F by a roller, e,
studded on the side of the cam E. This rollere

works in a cam-groove, e, in a plate, e, secured
to the slide M. The cam groove e' is shaped as
seen in Fig. 7, comprising two branches, nearly
at right angles, with each other, coinciding
nearly with the path of the roller e. when in its

IIO

II5

lower sweep, so that when the needle, is in its
lowest position it will remain almost station 125
ary for nearly half a turn of the can E, or
sufficiently long for the shuttle to make the
one revolution necessary for forming the loop
of the upper or needle thread around the lower
or spool thread.
The needle-bar L is held in its proper posi

position, and thus holding the material still tion in the bearings t' by means of a screw, m,

9,039

passing through one of the bearings and ell
tering a circumferential groove in the needle
bar.
N is a lever, pivoted at one end to a bracket,
, attached to the face-plate F, and provided
with a curved slot, n', in which works a pin,
m", attached to the slide M. The other end
of the slottedl lever N has a wire loop, a”, to
receive the threatl. The upper thread, Z, runs

O

from the spool O on the frame. A to the Wire
loop o' and the tension on the stationary ten
sion-plate II, thence to the wire loop in on the

lever N, whence it passes through a loop, 8',
carried by the crank-arn on the needle-bar, to
IS the eye of the needle. On the descending of
the needle the pin m', working in the slot 7',
vibrates the lever N upon its pivot, and tirst
slowly, then rapidly. lowers the wire loop ',
thereby producing the slack of the thread nec
2C) essary for forming the loop around the shut
the to encircle the lower thread.
IP is a call-wheel for changing the position
of the needle to produce a zigzag stitch. It
consists of a small cylinder bored through its
25 length to fit and revolve on a stud extending
from the slide M. Across the outer (end of
this cylinder are cut, in this instance at right
angles to each other, two grooves, p', thus
leaving four projections, p, alternating with
the grooves p. On the periphery of said cyl
ider are cut teeth, to form a ratchet, p,
R is a pawl, pivoted to the face-plate F at
the side of the slide M, and provided with a
calm-lever, 1", pivoted to the pawl R, imping
ing on the slide M, whereby the position of
the said pawl may be changed at pleasure.
Except for this adjustment, the pawl is sta.
tionary. This cam-lever ", when set, as shown
in Fig. 6, with the shortest radius of the cam
turned toward the edge of the slide M, (indi.
cated by the broken line,) allows the pawl R to
drop into the teeth of the ratchet p, which, on
the ascending of the slide M, will be moved
against and partly revolved by the stationary
pawl. When the cam-lever ' is set in the po
sition shown in Fig. 1, with its longest radius
toward the edge of the slide M, the pawl JR is
thrown aside, so that the teeth of the Fatehet
p" will lot came into contact with it, and hence
So will not impart motion to the gage-wheel P.
S is a crank fitted on the needle-bar u, and
held there y a set-screw,
s”. To the crak. S
is fastelled a long crank-pin, s, to the end of
whicl is fastenet a coil-spring, s', secured at
the other end to the slide M, and holding sail
crank-pin in contact with the outer end of the
gage-wheel, Wlatil the pawl R is thrown in
the path of the teeth of the ratchet on the
gage-wheel, the latter, through its grooves ,
all projections p, oscillates the crank S for
eath upward stroke of the slide M. a distance
equal to the deptly of the grooves p', and shifts
the needle laterally a distance equal to the
ratio of the eccentricity of the needle and that
of the crank-pin relative to the center of the
needle-bar L. The movement of the presser
foot and feed at the same time as tie needle

changes position produces the zigzag stitch.
When the pawl R is shifted so as not to actit
ate the cam-wheel P a straight seam is pro o
duced.
.
T is the horn or post previously mentioned,
being a metallic tube closed at the top, with
the exception of an opening for the needle,
and, preferably, flat on the top, so as to form 75
a platform small enough to enter the little fin
ger of a glove. This horn or post T contains
a sluttle, X, and has an opening at the front
of the upper portion for the insertion of the
same, after which the opening is closed by a 8o
lid, U, fastened by a screw, t, and further held
in place by a spring, t”, arranged at the lower
end of the tube, and acting in such a manner

that the lid may be opened by being slightly

raised and then turned sidewise oil the screw it'. 85

The lid U is provided at the upper end with
a small thin projection, u', which, when the
lid is closed, projects slightly above the flat

top or table of the tube. T, directly in front of
the needle, and serves to guide the seam, and 9o
also to divide the edges of the material in sew
ing a zigzag seam, as slown in Fig. iS.
The horn or post T is inclined in line with
the needie, and has a flange at its lower end,
by which it is screwed to a hollow or concave 95
portion of the horizontal part of the frame A.
Two parallel bars, V, extend from the flange
through an opening in the frame and termi
nate with a cross-bar, e', which serves as a
I do
bearing for the shuttle-carrier.
The shuttle-carrier W is a rod the upper
part of which is inclosed in the horn or post
T, and the lower part of which is provided, be-,
low the frame A, with a spiral groove or thread,
ac, of a large pitch and of just one turn, termi IOS
nating at each end in a portion cut down flat.

toFig.the1. depth of said groove, as shown at ac',

The upper end of the carrier W is provided

with a head fitted to revolve in the upper end
of the lhorn or post T. This head has a small
projection, c', which enter's aid fits loosely in
a notch, ac, in the lower end of the shuttle X,
Fig. 14, so as to revolve the shuttle with the
carrier W, and without separating then out of
working order, so as to allow the loop of the
upper thread, on being forlaned, to pass through

O

I I5

under the shuttle between it and the lead of
Exil'rier.

.

The shuttle-carrier is revolved by a rotl or
angular bar, C, raised and lowered by a crank
upon the shaft B. A round bar, c', clamped
to the end of the bent rod C and made flat
on one side, slides between one of the hars V
and the adjacent portion of the carrier W, the
fiat side bearing against the bar V and the
round side against the carrier W. While the
bar c' on its stroke slides on the flat portion
ty of the shuttle-carrier no movement of the
latter is produced, but when it enters and
slides through the groove at the shuttle is
caused to make one revolution and revolve
again once in the opposite direction, at the re
turn stroke of the bar cf.

2O
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The shuttle X is cylindrical and hollow, and
a portion of its surface at the lower end is cut
away to form a thin broad hook, a', for catch
ing the thread off the needle and carrying it
around with the shuttle to form a loop around
the lower thread, 2', issuing from the spool in
the shuttle through the slot ac', andl running
twice again in and out through holes on the
shuttle, as seen in the drawings in Figs. 9, 10,
o 12, 13, and 14.
Y is the spool, held on the stud in the shut
tie by the small spring y'.
The forming of the loop and making the
stitch is very plainly exhibited in Figs, 12 to
IS 18, Fig. 12 showing the needle-thread just

caught
by the hooka', the shuttle just started
to revolve and form the loop, Fig. 13 showing
the shuttle having completed its full motion
and formed the loop ready to be drawn through

ratchet wheel or teeth, a pawl arranged to en

gage with said ratchet - wheel as the latter
moves past it, thereby to effect the rotation of

the can wheel and the oscillation of the nee
dle-bar, and a cam-lever, whereby said pawl to
may be thrown out of the way of the ratchet

wheel and provision is afforded for oscillating

the needle-bar at such times only as may be de
sirable, substantially as specified.
4. In a sewing-machine, the combination of 75
a hollow horn or post adapted to enter arti
cles to be sewed, a needle extending in the
same direction as said horn or post and work
ing through the tip thereof, a shuttle for op
erating in conjunction with said needle, and 8o
mechanism for operating said needle and shut
tle, substantially as specified.
5. In a sewing-machine, the combination of
a hollow hor or post extending in the same

20 between the shuttle and carrier-head by the direction as the needle by which the sewing is 85

to be done, adapted to enter the airficles to be

upward movement of the needle, and Fig. 14
and support them on its tip, a shuttle
the loop of the needle-thread encircling the Sewed
shuttle-thread and nearly tightened by the in said horn or post extending axially in the

direction of the length of said horn or post,
further upward progress of the needle.
A' is a plate hinged to a stud pivoted to the and means for imparting an oscillating motion go
substantially as specified.
frame A, and which may be swung partly to 6.theInshuttle,
a sewing-machine, the combination of .
. . around, raised up, and placed on the horn or a hollow
or post extending in the same di.
post, as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1, when rection ashorn
the needle by which the sewing is
. . it is desired to sew flat pieces only.
be done, and adapted to enter the articles 95
What I claim as my invention, and desire to
to be sewed and support them on its tip, a
to secure by Letters Patent, is
extending axially in the direction of
1. In a sewing-machine, the combination of shuttle
the length of said horn or post, a worm of .
a needle, a presser-foot, a rotary cam for im screw
imparting motion to the shuttle, a re.
parting alongitudinal movement to said press ciprocating
rod imparting motion to said worm Ioo
er
foot
in
one
direction,
another
rotary
can
35
or
screw,
and
means for reciprocating the said
for imparting an oscillating movement to said rod, substantially
as specified.
m
presser-foot in one direction, springs for im
7. The presser and feeder mechanism, con
parting a longitudinal and an oscillating sisting
of the foot G and plate g, provided
movement to said presser-foot in the opposite
directions, and an adjustable stop moving with with the stationary block g, having toes gg.
said presser-foot and acting against a station and swiveled block g', the face-plate F, hav.
ary part of the face-plate of the machine, to ing the incliued slot.f, in combination with the
limit the oscillation of said presser-foot, sub cans DE, shaft B, the lifting hook or lever i,
and shaft I, all constructed and operating sub TIo
stantially as specified.
. . . . .
45 2. In a sewing-machine, the combination of stantially as specified.
a face-plate, a needle-bar, means for recipro 8. The face-plate F, cam-Wheel P, springs',
cating the same, devices for securing a needle crank-pin s, and crank S,in combination with
eccentrically to the axis of said needle-bar, a the needle-bar L, having the needle attached
crank carried by said needle-bar ail provided eccentrically, the- slide M, and the stationary Irs
pawl and cam-lever R r", all constructed and
So with a crank-pin extending parallel with said operating
substantially as specified. . . . .
needle-bar, a rotary cam carried bodily up and
: 9. The shuttle-carrier W, constructed and
down with the needle-bar and provided with arranged
inside the tube T, as shown and de
a ratchet wheel or teeth, and a pawl arranged.
scribed, in combination with the shuttle X,
to engage with said ratchet-wheel as the lat bar
c', bent rod C, and crank or eccentric for I2O
moves past it, thereby to effect the rota operating
55 ter
the latter, all operated and operat
tion of the cam-wheel and the oscillation of , ing
substantially as and for the purpose herein
the needle-bar, substantially as specified.
3. In a sewing-machine, the combination of . specified. . .
a face-plate, a needle-bar, meaus for recipro The above specification of my invention
25

6o cating the t devices for securing a needle signed by me this 19th day of Marci, 1879.
eccentrically to the axis, of said heedle-bar, a

crank carried by said needle-bar and provided

with a crank-pin extending parallel with said
needle bar, a rotary cam carried bodily up and

down with the needle-bar and provided with a
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HANs PETER HENRIKSEN.

Witnesses:
A. BORGEN,

RoBT. M. HooPER.
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